SPECIALIZED SOLUTIONS
PUBLIC SAFETY

Converged
Security +
Information
Management
ENVIRONMENT
Resolving a public safety crisis often depends on
successful information sharing and coordination
among multiple agencies. Using Vidsys, some of
America’s largest communities are experiencing
enhanced collaboration across multiple public
safety and emergency response agencies. The
result is faster incident resolution, enhanced
situational awareness, and improved forensic
capabilities. The scalability of Vidsys software
enables rapidly expandable interoperability
and collaboration in response to a crisis or in
preparation for a major event. Real-time situation
management enables real-time response.

SECURITY CHALLENGES:
• Track ongoing vandalism or violence fast enough
•
•
•
•

to apprehend suspects
Respond quickly to medical emergencies
Systematically enforce standard concept of
operations for incident response
Monitor social media for predictive policing
Leverage location based assets to improve
response time

VIDSYS SOLUTION
Vidsys is a rapidly deployable, browser-based
platform that collects, correlates and converts vast
amounts of data into meaningful and actionable
information, based on the organization’s risk policy,
standards and compliance requirements.

SENSORS

Vidsys software enables decision makers from a
single organization or multiple entities – however
geographically dispersed – to manage risk in
real time. By leveraging mobile and web-based
technology, the software can be rapidly deployed
and provides real-time situational awareness and
information management capabilities to remote
users and first responders.
Because Vidsys uses open architecture it can
integrate to any system or product. Vidsys
software meets all US federal information
assurance requirements.

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengthen security
Manage geographically dispersed assets
Improve response times
Enhance collaboration
Facilitate interoperability
Integrate to virtually any system
Decrease false alarms

HOLISTIC SECURITY AND RISK
MANAGEMENT
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software
Open architecture – integrates any system
or product
Rapidly deployable, browser-based client
Meets US federal information assurance
requirements
Mobile and Scalable
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HOW IT WORKS
The Vidsys software platform has a rules engine and
work flow tools that give end users the ability to
pre-determine what data should be correlated and
what should be filtered out. For example, from a video
analytics alert, a command center operator can be
instantaneously presented with the exact location of
the potential crime and surrounding security assets
on a map, along with step-by-step instructions for
evaluation and resolution. This includes pushing crucial
information, in this case, video camera views through
the Vidsys mobile interface, to a responding officer.
Once the situation is resolved and closed, a reporting
feature is capable of generating detailed reports for
after action analysis, or as part of a forensic record.
In another scenario, if a person with criminal intent
is on the run, Vidsys software integrates all the
relevant information including video assets and event
management for security responders. Alarms are
correlated while live and recorded video feeds from
the cameras closest to the alarm are automatically
displayed. Vidsys software is designed to assist
responders in identifying and resolving the situation
quickly and efficiently.
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